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Love Canal. We hear these words and quickly recoil, remembering a community poisoned by toxic
waste. Twenty years after the incident, Allan Mazur reexamines the circumstances that made this
upstate New York neighborhood synonymous with ecological catastrophe and triggered federal
"Superfund" legislation to clean up the nation's thousands of hazardous waste sites.But is there only
one true story of Love Canal? Borrowing the multi-viewpoint technique of the classic Japanese film
Rashomon, Mazur's book reveals that there are many--often conflicting versions of what occurred at
Love Canal. Hooker Chemical Company, which deposited the toxic wastes, explains why it
subsequently donated the dump as the site for a new school. Lois Gibbs, whose son attended the
school, tells of organizing the community to fight both the chemical threat and the uncaring state
bureaucracy. Then there is the story of David Axelrod, New York's embattled commissioner of
health, at odds with the homeowners over their assessment of the hazards and the proper extent of
the state's response. We also hear from Michael Brown, the young reporter who developed the
story in the Niagara Gazette and eventually brought the problem of toxic waste to national
attention.If A Hazardous Inquiry succeeded only in making us understand why one version of the
events at Love Canal gained precedence over all others, it would be invaluable to policy makers,
journalists, scientists, environmentalists, lawyers, and to citizens caught up in technical
controversies that get played out (for better or worse) in the public arena. But the book moves
beyond that to evaluate and reconcile the conflicting accounts of Love Canal, giving us a fuller, if
more complex, picture than ever before. Through gripping personal tales, A Hazardous Inquiry tells
how politics and journalism and epidemiology sometimes mesh, but often clash, when confronting a
potential community disaster.
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The book is divided into two parts. The first part tells the "story" of Love Canal five times, each from
the perspective of a different interest group: the chemical company that produced the wastes, the
homeowners affected, the New York Health Department, etc. These stories are different, often
inconsistent. The second part reconciles, so far as is reasonable, the conflicting claims. Like peeling
the layers of an onion to finally get to the core, we get an unusually cogent view of what really
happened at Love Canal -- and what did not happen.

This book provides a systematic, balanced account of the history of Love Canal as it concerns
various interested groups--Hooker Chemical, Love Canal Homeowner's Association, Niagara Falls
School Board, press, etc. It is unique in that it does not lean toward any one side in its recounting of
the various sides of the story. Its analysis of the impact of the events and the where the
responsibilities might rest is certainly one of the best I've read. Also a terrific book on EPA response
to a policy crisis--it provides a springboard to further discussion of the media's role in public policy
as it concerns environmental issues.
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